INDEX Part 1

A
abbreviations 110
of dynamics 110
of word-sign expressions 109-110
accent (articulation), 101
accented foreign letters, 56
in music heading, 109-115
in word-sign expressions, 110-115
in vocal lyrics, 233
accidentals
defined, 37
in key signatures, 38-39
in literary context, 199
transcriber added, 209
within parentheses, 71
alternate endings (voltas), 168-169
alternation tremolo, 180
alternative fingering, 64
appoggiatura
defined, 181-182
doubling, 181
long appoggiatura prefix, 181
short appoggiatura prefix, 181
articulation
doubling and termination, 102-103, 105
symbols following a note, 103
symbols preceding a note, 101
Associate Certification Exam, 273-276
asterisk
music asterisk 197-198
print asterisk (footnotes), 198
B
backward repeat sign, 167
backward-numeral repeat, 156-157, 237
bar lines, 9
bowing signs, 190
bracket slur, 91-93, 150
breath symbols, 103-104
breve note and rest, 189-190
C
cadenzas, 137-138
chord symbols
alignment below lyrics, 260-267
braille signs, 259-260
clef signs (facsimile), 72-73
coda, 171-172
compound time (chart), 126
crescendo, 110, 112
cued notes, 33, 206
D
da capo (D.C.), 165, 170-171
dal segno (D.S.), 165, 170-171
decrescendo, 110, 112
diminuendo, 110, 112
dot 3
as literary period, 55, 110
as separator, 72, 109, 168
for dotted notes, 20
for partial measure number, 81
in lines of continuation, 112-113
dot 5
in transcriber-added signs, 209
in measure division, 69
music hyphen, 69
dotted notes and rests defined, 20
double flat, 37
double sharp, 37
double whole note, 189
doubled long slur, 91-93
doubling of symbols
defined, 102
in full measure in-accord parts, 209
restatement of, 103, 171
down-bow, 190
dynamic markings
abbreviations, 109-110
hairpin symbols, 112
termination of, 112
word-sign expressions, 110-113
E
eighth notes and rests, 8, 11, 121
endings (voltas), 168-169
errors in print music, 198-199
expressions (see word-sign expressions)
F
facsimile transcriptions, 72-73, 198
femurta, 103-104
final double bar, 9
“fine” (ending), 172
fingering
alternative, 64
change of, 64
marks/numbers, 63-64
within repeats, 148-149
flat sign, 37
footnotes
braille format, 198
in print music, 197-198
transcriber added, 198-199
format for drills and exercises, 13-14
forte (dynamic), 109
forward-numeral repeats, 165-166, 237
forward-repeat sign (braille), 165
277
fractioning (tremolo), 179-181
full-measure in-accord, 205-209
full-measure repeats, 145-146

G
glissando, 192
grace note (see appoggiatura)
grouping of notes
  according to time signatures, 125-126
  general rules, 122-128
  irregular note groupings, 133-136

H
hairpin dynamics, 112
half note and rest, 8, 25, 121

I
in-accords
doubling notes or symbols in, 209
  full-measure, 205-209
  order of parts, 205
  part-measure, 210-211
  placement of signs in, 206-207
  with repeats and ties, 208
irregular note grouping, 133-136
irregular print beaming of notes, 138

J
jazz idioms, 192

K
key signatures
  braille signs, 39
  centering with time signature, 39-40
  changing of, 69-70
  restatement of change, 81

L
larger value sign, 127
layered slurs, 93
lead sheet, 267
line-by-line format (see vocal music)
lines of continuation, 112-113
long slur, 91-93
lyrics
  accented letters in, 233
  divisions of syllables, 251-252
  line-by-line format, 231-232
  merging of syllables, 252
  multiple verses, 245-248
  repeated words or phrases, 235-236
  text in 2 or more languages, 249-250
  with chord symbols, 262-264

M
martellato, 101
measure
  division of, 69-70
  incomplete, 12, 81, 210
  interruptions, 71
  marginal numbers, 11-12, 79, 236
  measure-division sign (in-accord), 210
  measure-number repeats, 155-157, 237
  merging of syllables in lyrics, 252
  metronome indications, 56-57
  mezzo-staccato, 192
  mordent, 184
  music asterisk, 197-198
  music comma, 137-138
  music heading, 55-57
  music hyphen, 69, 81
  music notation in literary context, 200-201
  music parenthesis, 71-72
  mute for wind instruments, 191

N
natural sign, 37
“niente” expression, 113
nonfacsimile transcription, 72-73, 198
notation in literary context, 200-201
notes (braille)
  cued small notes, 33, 206
  dotted notes, 20
  double whole (breve), 189-190
  eighth, 8, 11, 121
  formation of braille note, 7
  grouping of, 122-127, 133-136
  half, 8, 25, 121
  quarter, 8, 19, 121
  smaller value notes and rests, 121
  whole, 8, 31, 121
numeral repeats, 155-160

O
octave marks and rules, 45-49
order of signs (complete list), 239
ornaments
  appoggiatura, 181-182
  mordent, 184
  trill, 182-183
  turn, 183-184
  ottava (8va), 48

P
page numbers
  for music page heading, 14, 219-220
  for preliminary pages, 215-220
page turnover sign, 14, 234
parallel, 231
parenthesis (special sign)
  in metronome indications, 56-57
  in music headings, 56
  in word-sign expressions, 115
  use with verse numbers, 245
part-measure in-accords, 210-211
part-measure repeats, 146-147
percussion signs, 190-191
piano (dynamic), 109
preliminary pages
  general format, 215-220
  special symbols page, 217
  title page, 215-216
  transcriber generated pages, 215-216
  transcriber’s notes, 218

Q
quarter note and rest, 8, 19, 121

R
refrains, 173, 248-249
rehearsal reference marks, 79-80, 236
reminder ties, 83, 116
repeated note tremolo, 179-180
repeats
  backward-repeat sign, 167
  backward-numeral, 156-157, 237
da capo and dal segno, 170-171
expression marks with, 148, 157
forward-repeat sign, 165
forward-numeral, 165-166, 237
full-measure, 145-151
in different octaves, 148, 157
measure-number, 155-157
multiple full-measure, 145-146
numeral repeats, 155-160
octave marks with, 147-148
part-measure, 146-147
ties with, 149, 158, 208
rests
double whole (breve), 189-190
eighth, 12, 121
for smaller value notes, 121
half, 25, 121
multiple measures of, 32-33
quarter, 19, 121
transcriber-added, 209
whole, 31, 121
ring-out slur, 191
runover lines, 12, 47, 115, 232, 259

S
sectional double bar, 9
segments for single-line format, 79-83
segno repeat, 171-172
sharp sign, 37
short form scoring, 259, 266-267
simple time (chart), 125
single bar line, 9
single-line format, 12
single word expressions, 109, 111
slurs
  bracket slur, 91-93, 234
  doubled long slur, 91-93
  layered slurs, 93
  ring-out slur, 191
  single slur, 91, 234
  with repeats, 149-150, 159
  with ties, 93
smaller value sign, 127
special symbols page, 217
staccato, 101
staccatissimo, 101
strophic songs (see vocal music)
swell, 101

T
tenuto, 101
termination
  of hairpin dynamics, 112
  of lines of continuation, 112-113
ties
  symbol, 25-26
  restatement of, 83, 116, 211
  with repeats, 149, 158, 208
  with slurs, 94
  within in-accords, 208
time signatures
  braille signs, 8-9
  centering, 11, 39
  changing of, 69-70
  restatement of, 81
  within parentheses, 71
title page (see preliminary pages)
transcriber generated signs, 209
transcriber’s notes (see preliminary pages)
  in footnotes, 198-199
tremolos
  alternation, 180
  repeated note or fractioning, 179-180
trill, 182-183
triplet, 133-137
turn (ornament), 183-184

U
up-bow, 190

V
value signs, 127-128
vocal music
  line-by-line format, 231-232
  merging of syllables in lyrics, 252
  page turnover sign, 234
  parts from choral scores, 237-238
  refrains, 248-249
  repeated words or phrases, 235-236
  slurs and phrasing, 234
  solos, 231-239
  strophic songs, 245-249, 265
  text in 2 or more languages, 249-250
  with chord symbols, 259-267
  with multiple verses, 245-248
voltas, prima e seconda, 168-169

W
whole note and rest, 8, 31, 121
word sign, 80, 109-116
word-sign expressions
  abbreviations, 109
  at end of music, 113
  consecutive expressions, 111
  general principles, 115-116
  lines of continuation, 112-113
  longer expressions, 113-115
  single-word expressions, 109-110